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Oracle Cards are a system that does all different things but is a tool

Tool for you to use for communication

Opens you up to potentiality

The tool gives you more than what you came with

Unique, inspired way that Spirit uses to talk to you if you get out of the way

Entering into the relationship with the cards and the Conscious Universe requires  
you to be detached, curious and in beginners mind

Always looking to be in a state of receptive curiosity

Intuition is a receiving device within you and can’t be dictated

Oracle Cards are a communication device

WOTO first compartmentalized deck and is the most expansive

Each card has an essential meaning, an essence

Oracle has a general message

Relationship question = relationship message

Question about the material world = prosperity message

Protection message for when the card is upside down

WOTO provides for a wealth of information you can sort through when you’re using it

52 cards but 5 versions giving the Conscious Universe a bigger lexicon or language to use 
to speak to you which is why WOTO is used throughout Oracle School
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Soul craves experience

Soul wants you to dive into your life

Soul can’t talk to you until you tune in to SoulFM

Ego wants to run the show so there are times you’ll want to deny the Soul its experience

The more you work with the class and course content you’ll get out of the intellect  
and start getting into alignment

Ego defines itself by its limitations, the past and conditioning which you’ll learn  
to release in Oracle School

Guidebook is extensive

5 different versions of the various meanings of each of the cards

Need to learn the cards with the guidebook

One sentence could be what opens awareness and reconnects to the Universe

Get used to your guidebook and make it your best friend

Protection position is when the cards are in reverse

When Oracle Cards are shuffled correctly there’s an opportunity to have  
upright and reversed cards

Card in protection position is giving you extra guidance from the Universe because  
the Universe wants you to course correct

Protection position cards help you stay on track towards your UAI life

Synchronicity is acausal

Synchronicity event means the card reflect what you know to be the question or will 
reflect something that you aren’t asking to show you something you need to know

Every time you work with Oracle Cards you create a Synchronicity Event and you  
want more of the magic the more you experience
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Have had Synchronicity Events before but not taught how to pay attention to them

Everything is connected all of the time

If you’re asking to be in alignment with your highest good, to serve for the  
highest good, you are always divinely directed

Teaching you a way to feel that connection to the Universe; recognize the unlimited 
potential for you; move past the limitations and enter a magical sphere of possibility  
that will be unique to you.

Using cards on a consistent basis means you’re unlikely to fall asleep at the  
wheel as often

Oracular Consciousness becomes a part of your everyday life

Soul listening, thinking, guiding you as you’ve awakened the Oracle inside, the  
part that sees beyond the obvious

Whole new world is opened up for you through using Oracle Cards as your tool

Brief 
OVERVIEW
In this video you learned how Oracle Cards are a tool that open up a portal, doorway and 
something unavailable to you that now becomes available to you through working with the cards.  
The cards do something for you, they’re operating for you. The video talked about the intention of 
WOTO, how it was created, why and how many different parts there are to it. Discussed why your 
Soul wants to talk, how it has lots to say, and that it wants to experience more than you’re giving it.

The importance of the guidebook was discussed. Also, how Oracle Cards create a synchronicity 
event and why you want more of these. The world becoming your Oracle the more you use 
Oracle Cards was talked about and how awareness starts to ‘kick in’ and keep you awake. Finally, 
Oracular Consciousness was discussed meaning that the more you work with Oracle Card, the 
more your inner Oracle wakes up. The Soul is the voice you listen to more often than your ego and 
you have a much more effortless connection to the Universe where everything becomes possible.
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